
Comments from our Patient Survey 2012-2014 

* 1) More and interesting reading material should be provided.  

   2) Also there is a notice about stopping smoking on the notice boards but nothing about     

drinkers to stop, this is a bad omission.  

  3) Park house reception should answer my call and not as of now. << 

--- 

* A first class service provision. << 

--- 

* Always been very satisfied. << 

--- 

* As staff in reception don’t wear badges, perhaps you could have a photo-board with at least 

first names. If you ring they say their names but you can’t link face to name when you come 

in. << 

--- 

* Best Medical Practice I have been a patient at. Most efficient. << 

--- 

* Better than my previous doctors. << 

--- 

* can always tell if receptionist is fed up as every time i come into the surgery they always 

have there back to the front and sometimes i feel im interrupting something << 

--- 

* Car Parking problem, 10 minute to park so late for appointment << 

--- 

* Car parking! What a nightmare - I leave home 1/2 hour before appointments to try and 

park and even then i might drive round 2 or 3 times before finally finding a space. << 

--- 

* Compared to other surgeries I hear about, park house is excellent for obtaining 

appointments quickly. I have never had a problem obtaining an appointment in 7 years of 

being registered with you. << 

--- 

* Debbie and Elaine - are very helpful and considerate. << 

--- 

* Fabulous service and facility << 

--- 

* Find it awkward and embarrassing speaking to reception staff when they are asking about 

my illness over the phone. This should be confidential. It has been difficult to get to see a 

Doctor with the reception staff pushing a nurse practitioner or deciding if i can see a Doctor 

as an emergency appointment based on my symptoms. Reception staff are not medically 

trained, but clerically trained and should not be making such decisions. << 

--- 

* Find it difficult to make an appointment on the phone, its always full << 

--- 

* Find the staff helpful at all times << 

--- 

* Front of the house lets the practice down << 

--- 

* Good Doctors but terrible for parking << 

--- 

* Haven’t rang for an appt for a while but pleasantly surprised you can book an appt 1 month 

in advance. Not like the old days eh? << 

--- 

* I always use online booking which i find very good and easy to me. << 

--- 

* I am very happy with the practice as a whole << 

--- 

* I feel the practice is very unhelpful when a problem arises. I think some members of staff 

need to be abit more caring and understanding as this is a doctors’ surgery..... << 

--- 

* I find it very hard to get an appointment within a reasonable amount of time. I always wait 

around 5-10 days to get into the doctors. << 
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--- 

* I find the reception team very helpful and always pleasant << 

--- 

* I have always found the staff and doctors very helpful and receive a very good service << 

--- 

* I have been a patient of this clinic for ten years and have found the reception staff and 

Doctors very nice and helpful. Some of the receptionists try their best BUT I was referred to 

as Mr B recently and i believe this is a new policy to refer to patients by Mr or Mrs so and so. 

This is ridiculous and unacceptable as by being referred by my first name make me feel 

comfortable. Its bad enough being nervous when coming in for a problem and to be referred 

to formally is upsetting. My name is first second and I would like to be addressed by my first 

name. << 

--- 

* I wish something could be done about the parking. Perhaps nurses and other workers could 

park elsewhere (the nursing home opposite?) leaving parking spaces for patients. << 

--- 

* If i did wish to discuss anything privately i would ask to make away from reception. << 

--- 

* It is a rather nuisance when trying to get through to make an appointment for the GP << 

--- 

* Lovely atmosphere in waiting room. Receptionists very polite, obliging and always a smile. 

<< 

--- 

* Lovely reception team. << 

--- 

--- 

* Need to expand parking << 

--- 

* Never been happier with a doctors! Would recommend to everyone! Very happy :-) << 

--- 

* Never had any problems quite pleased that I am at Park House Doctors. << 

--- 

* nice to have personal touch . by being able to go to reception and book in. reception staff 

all helpful. younger members of staff sometimes dont have same understanding as older 

memeber { Elaine ,Elaine, Deb ) and tend to always be talking. have been in a few times 

over last few weeks, and when Grace is on the front her back is always turned and seems to 

be talking about things that she did or is doing over the weekend. which isnt very 

professional. I also had to come in one lunch time and Heather and Grace were singing quite 

loudly { meat loaf song if i remember right } and not very good either. Once again very un 

professional, Maybe take the music out so this can not happen, you would never get the older 

three acting in this manor. XXXXX (staff member now left) seems to just want to show her 

chest off { nice for men i suppose } but is this the image you want to give about park house. 

Do like new uniform very smart and fresh << 

--- 

* Normally get an appointment when I need one so no complaint. << 

--- 

* Notice boards appear cluttered and as a result I dont attempt to look at the info on them 

<< 

--- 

* on every occasion i have found everyone to be pleasant and professional in their dealings 

with myself << 

--- 

* Only problem parking very difficult not enough spaces << 

--- 

* Overall an inviting practice, always clean with friendly staff. Well done on the good work 

you do :-) << 

--- 

* Park House is very welcoming and friendly, always made to feel welcome :-) << 
--- 

* Parking is a real problem. Reception staff are exceptionally helpful. << 
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--- 

* PARKING, A MAJOR ISSUE!! << 

--- 

* Patient does miss staff contact, more impersonal by using the booking-in screen. I have 

been with this surgery for over 10 years and have been well treated and listened to by a 

good team. Reception staff are always polite and so accommodating. Brilliant I love this 

surgery << 

--- 

* PREFER FIRST NAME USAGE THANK YOU! << 

--- 

* Re the title, how would you rate our reception...... What am i supposed to do with this? Re 

question 5 Dont ask questions that you dont want to know the answer to! Could be a tiny bit 

more helpful. << 

--- 

* Really do not like NOT being able to book advanced appointments. << 

--- 

* Reception team are proactive and responsive to questions using their discretion and 

adjusting their approach where appropriate. << 

--- 

* Receptionists in particular are very approachable and keep calm in what can be stressful 

circumstances. << 

--- 

* Receptionists provide a very conductive environment, along with reassurance of a 

professional approach, especially in stressful situations involving health and welfare. << 

--- 

* Regarding question 4, Would prefer if there was a little privacy. It is dependent on what 

you need to say/ask. << 

--- 

* Regarding question 6. Could sometimes do with more regular updates. Ideally the reception 

area should be completely separate from the waiting area. Patients should feel that anything 

they might say is in complete confidence. << 

--- 

* Some of the staff (most) are very polite, there are one or two who come across rather 

abrupt. << 

--- 

* Some reception staff are more friendly than others. Feel younger staff could take , lessons 

off more experienced staff. << 

--- 

* Sometimes feel the receptionist does not rely on her instinct and is too concious of the 

"rules"? Problem at times in getting that person to contact the doctor/nurse etc. << 

--- 

* Staff always help me with prescriptions,appointments and fill in forms << 

--- 

* Staff very polite and try to fit you in as best they can when you phone for an appointment. 

<< 

--- 

* The best GP surgery I have attended. Thank you! << 

--- 

* The best surgery by far in Nottingham. I feel that my concerns are taken seriously and 

everyone from the Doctors to the Admin team are helpful, friendly and professional. A+++!! 

:-) << 

--- 

* The Doctors are Great, They actually listen. << 

--- 

* The music is to loud at times, prefer incidental music << 

--- 

* The on-line service is really useful. Thank you << 

--- 
* The only problem I ever find is the parking situation which can be quite stress provoking 

<< 
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--- 

* The parking situation has not been thought out at all!! Surely it will be impacting 

punctuality and it is a great source of frustration by all. << 

--- 

* The reception staff are very efficient and friendly, only when needs arrive for pervious 

patient is the any waiting time necessary. << 

--- 

* The reception team have always been very helpful whenever I've had an appointment. << 

--- 

* The receptionists - Debbie and Elaine are very helpful, patient and always co-operate with 

the needs to require. << 

--- 

* The women at the desk are really kind and help me. << 

--- 

* I would like to thank the team of receptionists for their prompt and professional service 

when requesting assistance/doctor for a resident. << 

--- 

* Two receptionists on duty at a time are better. << 

--- 

* Very fast and efficient, lovely reception staff. Doctors helpful. << 

--- 

* Very friendly and helpful staff << 

--- 

* Very good << 

--- 

* Very presentable and professional reception area and staff 13/6/13<< 

--- 

* Waiting time can be very long with certain doctors. Why no magazines to read in the 

waiting room? << 

--- 

* We are new to the practice and are happy with the reception and procedure << 

--- 

 


